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Abstract

This article focuses on the relation between Tajarri (insolence, audacity) and the Law of Will: has the Law of Will been violated in instances of Tajarri or, in other words, has the Law of Will been disobeyed, broken and defied? This article does not focus on the circumstance of the external act in which Tajarri has occurred. Therefore, one can consider the present discussion to apply to instances where an external act has not taken place, a circumstance that the agent abstains from committing an act against the law due to the presence of obstacles and in doing so does not extend Tajarri to the domain outside of his self. It will be shown that in the area of natural dispute and conflict, there has certainly been no violation of the law, in the same way that in instances of ‘Isyan (transgression), there has absolutely been a breach of the law; in this case, the violation of the law by the agent in instances of Tajarri is linked with the violation of the law by the agent in instances of ‘Isyan in terms of ruling; rather, it can be said that the violation of the law by the agent in instances of Tajarri has no difference from that of ‘Isyan.
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Introduction

Man’s actions are defined either by natural law, psychological law or intellectual law. An action that is determined by the law of intellect is man’s most specific act. An intellectual act is formed of intellectual perception and intellectual will. In contrast to a natural act and a psychological act, in an intellectual act the will is warranted according to the understanding of the law and not just due to the law alone. The intellect’s main condition in terms of action is the condition of will and therefore, the law of intellect in terms of action is known as the law of will. Whenever will is determined according to its own law or pure intellectual law, a pure intellectual act is formed in the natural world.

Along with the capacity of the intellect in being present during action, there are also other natural faculties that man possesses that are also present during action. The practical capacity of the intellect is not at odds with the practical capacities of these non-intellectual faculties; however, there is a possibility of conflict between the two. This conflict which manifests in the form of conflict and disputes regarding the determining of the will can result in the will being inconsistent and contradictory with these faculties. Man’s responsibility is determined through his intellectual causality: intellectual causality is the will that rises only from pure intellect (= choice = free will) and is free of all non-intellectual determinants.

Summary

Considering the intellect’s recognition of its own practical law which has been completed and perfected through the doctrine of the last Prophet (peace be upon him and his household), compliance means the correspondence between man’s actions and the law of intellect if this law has determined the will. In contrast to compliance is rebellion where man’s actions do not correspond with the law of intellect and the will is determined through non-intellectual faculties. Sometimes man makes a mistake either in recognizing this law or in the corresponding stage. In both cases, particularly the second, Tajarrir and Inqiyad (obedience) are placed alongside obedience and ‘Isyan. Tajarrir refers to the audacity to take steps to violate the law, even though due to a mistake this violation does not actually take place; Inqiyad refers to submission to the law when, for example, a mistake has occurred in the correspondence of the law with a particular matter. Our question in this paper is that has a transgression/‘Isyan occurred in instances of Tajarrir in relation to the law of the intellect and does the title of transgression/‘Isyan apply to instances of Tajarrir?

In order to achieve a more precise answer to this question, we will first address it in the area of natural conflict and dispute. In this dispute, sometimes a person makes a decision to lie based on non-intellectual practical faculties, but by bringing forth its own law, the intellect weaken his previous decision and pulls
him towards its own law. This commuting of the will between the faculty of intellect and non-intellectual faculties stems from man’s nature and no one is free of it. In this case, only the possibility of daring to violate the law of intellect is surmised.

In Tajarri, daring to transgress from the law of intellect is surmised; an analysis of Tajarri shows that transgression from the law of intellect has occurred as far as the person’s free will is concerned.

In this paper, three arguments have been presented which show that transgression from the law has occurred in instances of Tajarri. Some objections have been raised against these arguments; however, the author believes they can be answered.

The first argument considers every action of a person who possesses intellect to be an instance of a matter which that person has willed so that his action is actualized under it in the external world.

The second argument considers Tajarri to reveal the incorrect will of the agent with the purpose of violating the law; a will that is ugly and its evilness extends to the action that is connected to it. The objection raised against this argument is that this incorrect and bad will makes the action bad only when an actual bad action has also taken place because of it; whereas in case of Tajarri it is not so. The answer given to this objection is that the title of transgression of the law in Tajarri is actualized and finds objectivity during an action with the presence of the agent’s mental or spiritual factors like determining the will to violate the law. In other words, Tajarri is itself an instance of transgressing against the law and therefore, the common intellect differentiates between a person who audaciously seeks to violate the law and a person who submits to it, even though they may be equal in terms of the external act.

The third argument considers certainty regarding the goodness or badness of an action to be one of the complete causes of its being good or bad. In critique of this argument it has been mentioned that the matters that constitute good and bad must be from the category of voluntary matters, in contrast to the certainty that a person pays absolutely no attention to while performing an action and does not make it a condition of his action. The answer to this objection lies in considering the being good or bad of voluntary acts to be noumenal and in placing certainty among the conditions of the compliance of the agent to the law.
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